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Eventually, you will agreed discover a further experience and skill by spending more cash. yet when? realize you consent that you require to get those every needs like having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont
you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend even more concerning the globe, experience, some places, later than history, amusement, and a
lot more?
It is your enormously own era to ham it up reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is The Feros Vindico 2 Wesley King below.
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The Vindico When supervillains of the Vindico realize they are getting too old to ﬁght the League of Heroes, they kidnap and begin training ﬁve teens, but James, Lana, Hayden, Emily, and Sam will not
become the next generation of evil without a ﬁght. The Feros Penguin The high-octane sequel to The Vindico, for superhero fans everywhere! After using their new superpowers to defeat their evil
mentors, James, Hayden, Sam, Emily, and Lana are ready to join the League of Heroes. But as their induction into the League draws near, they are framed by a group of rogue Heroes and given life
sentences on the Perch, and the only one who can clear their names is missing. Unsure of who to trust or where to turn, the teens’ new skills are further put to the test when a group of strange Shadow
people start trailing their every move and the Vindico, their group of evil mentors, are let out of prison. Hello (from Here) Penguin "Maxine and Jonah meet as California is going into lockdown due to the
worldwide Covid-19 pandemic declaration, and must learn how to build their relationship at a distance through personal tragedies and triumphs"-- The Incredible Space Raiders from Space! Simon
and Schuster Lord of the Flies meets Star Trek in this outer space story of adventure, mystery, and fantastical fun from the author of The Vindico and The Feros. When Jonah wakes up on the Fantastic
Flying Squirrel, he’s a bit confused. One second he is in his family’s living room doing his homework, and the next he’s sitting on a very cold ﬂoor on a very cold ship with a very strange-looking girl staring
at him. Her name is Willona the Awesome, and she’s here to welcome him to The Incredible Space Raiders. Now that Jonah is on board, the Incredible Space Raiders can set oﬀ on an important mission: to
venture into the Dark Zone and save the universe from the Entirely Evil Things. But when Space Raiders start to disappear, Jonah realizes that if he’s going to make it to the Dark Zone alive, he’s going to
have to step up and ﬁgure out what’s going on. Join the Space Raiders aboard the Fantastic Flying Squirrel for an unforgettable journey where imagination and truth collide somewhere deep in space!
OCDaniel Simon and Schuster A thirteen-year-old boy's life revolves around hiding his obsessive complsive disorder until a girl at school, who is unkindly nicknamed Psycho Sara, notices him for the ﬁrst
time and he gets a mysterious note that changes everything. Dragons Vs. Drones Razorbill A young computer genius is chased by sleek, high-tech drones into a land populated by Godzilla-size dragons,
setting oﬀ a war that only he can stop. Part Eragon, part Transformers, with a magical beating heart at its center. Marcus Brimley was just four years old when his CIA analyst father went missing and the
world branded him a traitor. Eight years later, searching for clues to ﬁnd his father and prove his innocence, Marcus breaks a complex code that sends him shooting through a storm into an alternate realm
. . . but he doesn't travel alone. When Marcus lands in this new world, Dracone, he ﬁnds that he has been followed by government drones. And they're out to destroy Marcus and all of Dracone. While
ﬂeeing the drones, Marcus meets Dree, a twelve-year-old Draconian girl who comes from a family of dragon riders. Dree explains to Marcus that while humans and dragons used to be friends, Dracone's
new prime minister has turned them into enemies, with humans hunting dragons for sport and dragon-riding families like Dree's pushed to the poorer outskirts of the city. But the drones are ﬁring on both
the dragons and the people of Dracone. Soon, Marcus and Dree discover that they must get help from the dragons if they want to stop an all-out war that will leave the incredible realm of Dracone
decimated. Laura Monster Crusher Puﬃn Canada Lord of the Rings meets Buﬀy the Vampire Slayer meets The Duﬀ in this funny, fast-paced tale of middle-school monsters, self-image, and, oh yeah,
actual monsters that want to kill everyone. Laura Ledwick is... well... large. The kids at school don't let her forget it, and call her by various names: Laura Largebottom, Laura Lardo, Lots of Laura--you get
the idea. When Laura's family moves to the next town over before eighth grade, she expects more of the same. What she doesn't expect are the snake-like yellow eyes watching her from the forest. Or the
mysterious rattling in her closet. Or ﬁnally making real friends for the ﬁrst time. Or handsome uber-nerd Liam R. Kelp, who might just be the cutest boy to ever wear a Science Is Cool T-shirt. But when
Laura ﬁnally discovers the source of the rattling, things take on a whole new level of weird. It turns out Laura has just been given the most important job in the world: Monster Crusher. Her role is simple:
protect the earth from the horrors beneath their feet. Eighth grade is about to get a lot more interesting. Run A Subject Seven Novel Penguin In this sexy, action-packed follow-up to Subject Seven, the
Failures are on the road and heading toward Evelyn Hope. According to Joe Bronx, Evelyn is the only one with the answers that can save them. Meanwhile, the Successes are preparing for attack. And this
time, they won't stop until they annihilate the Failures. But the Failures have another enemy: themselves. They're physically destroying their human alter egos each time they mutate. There can be only
one group of survivors in this epic battle - and the humans don't seem to stand a chance. Super Human Penguin Four thousand years ago the world’s ﬁrst super human walked the earth. Possessing the
strength of one hundred men, skin impervious to attack, and the ability to read minds, this immortal being used his power to conquer and enslave nations. Now plans are in motion that will transport this
super human to the present, where he’ll usher in a new age of tyranny unlike anything the world has ever seen. Determined to stand against them, using powers they’ve only just begun to master, is a
ragtag group of young heroes. For them this ﬁrst test may be their greatest . . . and last. Watch a Video Wolf Mark Lee & Low Books When Lucas King's covert-ops father is kidnapped and his best friend
Meena is put in danger, Luke's only chance to save them--a skin that will let him walk as a wolf--is hidden away in an abandoned mansion guarded by monsters. Sister Spy Bantam Books for Young
Readers Alpha Kappa Chi sorority sister Jen Williams has recently died of “natural causes.” Turns out that Jen was also a rookie agent for SD-6. AKX is spending spring break in Waikiki, and Jen was
supposed to undertake an important mission for SD-6 there. But now Jen is dead, and it’s up to Sydney to inﬁltrate the sorority and carry out Jen’s Hawaiian mission . . . and ﬁnd out what really happened
to her sister spy. Sara and the Search for Normal Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books “Readers will appreciate [Sara] as good literary company even as they develop sympathy for her struggles.”
—BCCB “It’s the vivid, insightful depiction of Sara’s internal struggles that readers will remember.” —Booklist “A must-buy.” —School Library Journal (starred review) In this prequel to the Edgar
Award–winning OCDaniel, fan-favorite Sara quests for “normal” and ﬁnds something even better along the way. Sara’s Rules to be Normal 1. Stop taking your pills 19. Make a friend 137. Don’t put
mayonnaise on peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Sara wants one thing: to be normal. What she has instead are multiple diagnoses from Dr. Ring. Sara’s constant battle with False Alarm—what she calls
panic attacks—and other episodes cause her to isolate herself. She rarely speaks, especially not at school, and so she doesn’t have any friends. But when she starts group therapy she meets someone
new. Talkative and outgoing Erin doesn’t believe in “normal,” and Sara ﬁnds herself in unfamiliar territory: at the movies, at a birthday party, and with someone to tell about her crush—in short, with a
friend. But there’s more to Erin than her cheerful exterior, and Sara begins to wonder if helping Erin will mean sacriﬁcing their friendship. A World Below Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books “A swiftpaced survival tale that’s a cool blend of Lord of the Flies and Journey to the Center of the Earth.” —School Library Journal “A sharp meditation on the seemingly universal diﬃculties of being young, smart,
and uncertain.” —BCCB “A multifaceted journey from darkness to light.” —Kirkus Reviews Winner of the Red Maple Fiction Award A class ﬁeld trips turns into an underground quest for survival in the latest
middle grade novel from the author of Edgar Award winner OCDaniel. Mr. Baker’s eighth grade class thought they were in for a normal ﬁeld trip to Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico. But when an
earthquake hits, their ﬁeld trip takes a terrifying turn. The students are plunged into an underground lake…and their teacher goes missing. They have no choice but to try and make their way back above
ground, even though no one can agree on the best course of action. The darkness brings out everyone’s true self. Supplies dwindle and tensions mount. Pretty and popular Silvia does everything she can
to hide her panic attacks, even as she tries to step up and be a leader. But the longer she’s underground, the more frequent and debilitating they become. Meanwhile, Eric has always been a social no one,
preferring to sit at the back of the class and spend evenings alone. Now, he ﬁnds himself separated from his class, totally by himself underground. That is, until he meets an unexpected stranger. Told from
three diﬀerent points of view, this fast-paced adventure novel explores how group dynamics change under dire circumstances. Do the students of Mr. Baker’s class really know each other at all? Or do they
just think they do? It turns out, it’s hard to hide in the dark. Renegade An Elemental Novel Penguin The ﬁnale to the dystopian fantasy trilogy James Dashner called "fantastic" has a daring escape from
pirates, life-or-death rescue missions, and a heartbreaking romance. Thom and his fellow colonists are in danger of paying the ultimate price to secure their homeland in this last book of the Elemental
trilogy. After the shocking discovery that his mother is still alive and on Roanoke, Thom is determined to return to that island. However, the island is still under pirate control, and a mysterious boy in
possession of a dangerous element appears. With the help of an unlikely ally and the newly discovered ability to combine elements, Thom must summon the full extent of his power to end this battle for
their home once and for all. Packed with adventure, mystery, and romance, the gripping conclusion to the series that began with Elemental and Firenbrand is perfect for fans of Ship Breaker and Divergent.
Enemy of the Realm Penguin Marcus and Dree's eﬀorts to organize a quest to ﬁnd the storied, magical Egg are challenged by the reluctance of Dracone's rebels and dragons and the advancing war
against Francis' army of drones. The Wizenard Series: Training Camp Granity Studios #1 New York Times Bestseller From the mind of basketball legend and Academy Award–winning storyteller Kobe
Bryant comes this radically original portrait of ﬁve young basketball players, one enlightening coach, and the awesome transformative power of the game. Filled with insights about the mental stamina and
emotional clarity that peak performance requires, this is an indispensable story for young athletes, coaches, educators, and anyone interested in the astonishing potential of team sports to unlock
individual growth. THE GAME WILL NEVER BE THE SAME Magic doesn’t seem possible for the West Bottom Badgers. They’re the lowest-ranked basketball team in their league, and they live in the poorest
neighborhood in Dren. Nobody expects them to succeed at anything. Plus, every kid on the team has secret struggles of his own. When a new coach named Professor Wizenard arrives on the ﬁrst day of
training camp, the Badgers can’t explain the magical-seeming things they see and hear. Every player experiences unique and strange visions—visions that challenge everything they thought they knew
about basketball, and about their lives and their secrets oﬀ the court. To survive the increasingly intense ordeals of training, the Badgers will need to take unimaginable risks, learn to trust their
teammates, and confront the darkness within themselves. The Project Random House Digital, Inc. Volunteering at the local library during a quick-rising ﬂood, best friends Luke and Tommy discover a
long-lost book that is being sought by a secret Nazi society that would use the information it contains to change the outcome of World War II. By the author of Brain Jack. Spray Hachette Children's Five
teenagers enrol in a play assassination game in a ﬁctional city: Shell, a student, with a perky exterior hiding a vulnerable need to prove herself, falls for Mac when required to assassinate him; Mac a
student drop out, resentful of his parents' divorce a year before the story starts, what he doesn't know is that his sister Han has joined the game to ﬁnd him; Green, a computer geek, is overweight and has
issues with self-esteem, like Shell he sees the game as a chance to prove himself as well as interact with people his own age; Zed is feisty and attractive and a metal head goth by night, by day a student
nurse - Zed is a chameleon and pretty ruthless, the most competitive of all perhaps, but does she know who she really is? The buzz in this 'street war' is that you feel like a player in a real action movie
with all of the adrenalin and the strategy and the pace, without the danger The game is organised online by the elusive 'gamekeeper' and all players meet him once, to collect the details of their ﬁrst
target on a laminated card ... Meanwhile their name is also down as a target, for whom, they don't know...all they know is that they have to be on their guard, always looking over their shoulder, ready to
dodge their 'assailant'. These ﬁve teens have their own stories to tell, their own relationships unresolved, for some the game and the end result is more important than others. But what becomes clear, as
the plot and the game unravels, is that the danger is more real than they thought, and that the Gamekeeper has a shady agenda of his own. The Wizenard Series: Season One Granity Studios #1 New
York Times Bestseller Reggie has never felt destined for greatness. He dreams about basketball brilliance all day and night, but the hard truth is that he's a benchwarmer for the West Bottom Badgers, the
worst team in the league. Even their mysterious new coach, Rolabi Wizenard, can't seem to help them end their losing streak. Reggie is willing to train tirelessly to improve his game, but the gym itself
seems to be working against him in magical ways. Before Reggie can become the player he dreams of being, he must survive the extraordinary trials of practice. Basketball legend Kobe Bryant presents
this illuminating follow-up to the #1 New York Times bestseller The Wizenard Series: Training Camp—a story of strain and sacriﬁce, supernatural breakthroughs, and supreme dedication to the game.
Shadow Wave Simon and Schuster Tasked with protecting a corrupt island governor and his family as his last CHERUB mission, James is upset and meets up with retired colleague Kyle who oﬀers him
another plan, testing James' loyalty. Elemental Penguin A lost colony is reborn in this heart-pounding fantasy adventure set in the near future. Enter the world of the Elementals, which James Dashner
called “completely gripping and full of intrigue, revelation, mystery, and suspense.” Sixteen-year-old Thomas has always been an outsider. The ﬁrst child born without the power of an element—earth,
water, wind, or ﬁre—he has little to oﬀer his tiny, remote Outer Banks colony. Or so the Guardians would have him believe. In the wake of an unforeseen storm, desperate pirates kidnap the Guardians,
intent on claiming the island as their own. Caught between the Plague-ridden mainland and the advancing pirates, Thomas and his friends ﬁght for survival in the battered remains of a mysterious
abandoned settlement. But the secrets they unearth will turn Thomas’s world upside-down, and bring to light not only a treacherous past but also a future more dangerous than he can possibly imagine.
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Written by an award-winning author, this dynamic series is perfect for fans of dystopian thrillers like James Dashner’s The Maze Runner and Marie Lu’s Legend. “Plenty of action for readers who enjoy
survival stories with a twist of the supernatural and a hint of romance.” –School Library Journal “The novel’s captivating storyline, rapid pace, and cliﬀhanger ending are sure to leave fans of novels like
Grant’s Gone series absorbed with the action and anxious for a sequel.” –Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "Engaging characters and plenty of mystery, adventure, and action." -Publishers Weekly
Sunny G's Series of Rash Decisions Penguin “Pitch-perfect. One of the most endearing teen voices I’ve ever encountered.” —Becky Albertalli, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda For fans of Sandhya Menon and Adam Silvera comes a prom-night romantic-comedy romp about a Sikh teen's search for love and identity. Sunny G's brother left him one thing when
he died: His notebook, which Sunny is determined to ﬁll up with a series of rash decisions. Decision number one was a big one: He stopped wearing his turban, cut oﬀ his hair, and shaved his beard. He
doesn't look like a Sikh anymore. He doesn't look like himself anymore. Even his cosplay doesn't look right without his beard. Sunny debuts his new look at prom, which he's stuck going to alone. He's
skipping the big fandom party—the one where he'd normally be in full cosplay, up on stage playing bass with his band and his best friend, Ngozi—in favor of the Very Important Prom Experience. An
experience that's starting to look like a bust. Enter Mindii Vang, a girl with a penchant for making rash decisions of her own, starting with stealing Sunny's notebook. When Sunny chases after her, prom
turns into an all-night adventure—a night full of rash, wonderful, romantic, stupid, life-changing decisions. * "[For] fans of John Green and Sandhya Menon, Sunny G is . . . full of heart. It's not one to miss.”
—Booklist (starred review) "Reading Sunny G’s Series of Rash Decisions is the best decision you could make.” —Jeﬀ Zentner, award-winning author of The Serpent King “Poignant and moving.” —Kirkus
Reviews Butt Sandwich & Tree Simon and Schuster From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Wesley King comes a tender and grounded middle grade mystery about brothers,
basketball, and a young boy on the autism spectrum. Eleven-year-old Green loves his devoted older brother, Cedar, a popular basketball star, but that doesn’t mean he wants to follow in his footsteps. He
doesn’t really care about sports or making friends. Still, eventually Green caves to pressure to try out for the basketball team. He may be tall like Cedar, but he’s nowhere near as skilled. And when a
confrontation with the coach spurs Green to ﬂee the court, his ﬂight coincides with a priceless necklace going missing—making him the number one suspect. To clear Green’s name, the two brothers team
up to ﬁnd the necklace, and along the way, they learn to appreciate their diﬀerences…and the things that bring them together. Foundations of Topology Jones & Bartlett Learning Topology is a branch
of pure mathematics that deals with the abstract relationships found in geometry and analysis. Written with the mature student in mind, Foundations of Topology, Second Edition, provides a user-friendly,
clear, and concise introduction to this fascinating area of mathematics. The author introduces topics that are well-motivated with thorough proofs, that make them easy to follow. Historical comments are
dispersed throughout the text, and exercises, varying in degree of diﬃculty, are found at the end of each chapter. Foundations of Topology is an excellent text for teaching students how to develop the
skills for writing clear and precise proofs. What Once We Feared: An Original Forest of Hands and Teeth Story Delacorte Press When the zombie apocalypse hits and the dead begin to rise, Jonah
and his friends are on a class ﬁeld trip downtown. Panicked, they make a split-second decision to seek shelter in the Overlook, an apartment complex built like a fortress on the edge of town. But as they
begin to face the realities of what it will take to survive, they realize that while making the decision of where to run was easy, living out the consequences of that decision may be impossible. From Carrie
Ryan, the New York Times bestselling author of the Forest of Hands and Teeth books, What Once We Feared is an original digital short story about facing a world that is forever changed and in which
survival means more than merely escaping the undead. Space Adventure Books Sampler Blast oﬀ with excerpts from new books by William Alexander, Stuart Gibbs, Ken Jennings, Wesley
King, and Mark Kelly! Simon and Schuster Calling all future astronauts: get ready for your next space adventure with this free downloadable sampler of great books! Download this FREE sampler for
excerpts from William Alexander, Stuart Gibbs, Ken Jennings, and Wesley King. Learn more about the books at SpaceAdventureBooks.com! Half Lost Viking Books for Young Readers The stunning
conclusion to the internationally acclaimed Half Bad trilogy, Half Lost tells the story of a dangerous world of witches at war, and the young man caught in the middle. Half Wild Penguin The powerful and
riveting second book in the Half Bad trilogy. In a modern-day England where two warring factions of witches live amongst humans, seventeen-year-old Nathan is an abomination, the illegitimate son of the
world's most powerful and violent witch. Nathan is hunted from all sides: nowhere is safe and no one can be trusted. Now, Nathan has come into his own unique magical Gift, and he's on the run--but the
Hunters are close behind, and they will stop at nothing until they have captured Nathan and destroyed his father. The Half Bad trilogy has been translated into more than 50 languages. TIME Magazine
calls it "highly entertaining and dangerously addictive." Kate Atkinson says it's "brilliant and utterly compelling." London's Daily Telegraph has named author Sally Green "the new J.K. Rowling." Discover
the story that readers all over the world are raving about. This is Not the End Little, Brown Books for Young Readers If you could choose one person to bring back to life, who would it be? Seventeenyear-old Lake Deveraux is the survivor of a car crash that killed her best friend and boyfriend. Now she faces an impossible choice. Resurrection technology changed the world, but strict laws allow just one
resurrection per citizen, to be used on your eighteenth birthday or lost forever. You only have days to decide. For each grieving family, Lake is the best chance to bring back their child. For Lake, it's the
only way to reclaim a piece of happiness after her own family fell apart. And Lake must also grapple with a secret--and illegal--vow she made years ago to resurrect someone else. Someone who's not even
dead yet. Who do you need most? As Lake's eighteenth birthday nears, secrets and betrayals new and old threaten to eclipse her cherished memories. Lake has one chance to save a life...but can she live
with her choice? EveryBody's Diﬀerent on EveryBody Street Nimbus+ORM The award-winning poet and author of Summer Feet oﬀers delightful rhyming picture book that helps children embrace
diversity. If ever you go travelling On EveryBody Street You'll see EveryBody’s Diﬀerent Than EveryOne you meet Sheree Fitch’s playful words lead you into this beautiful children's book and invite you to
celebrate our gifts, our weaknesses, our diﬀerences, and our sameness. Fitch displays her wit and mastery of words in quick, rollicking rhymes that are complemented by Emma FitzGerald’s lively
illustrations. EveryBody’s Diﬀerent on EveryBody Street was originally produced in 2001 as a fundraiser to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the Festival of Trees in support of the Nova Scotia
Hospital and to raise awareness for mental illness and addiction. “With a style reminiscent of Quentin Blake, FitzGerald’s illustrations of people letting their freak ﬂag ﬂy complement Fitch’s exuberant,
playful, and poignant rhymes.” ―Quill & Quire (Toronto, ON) “Fitch’s lyrical prose is enhanced by the very beautiful illustrations of Emma FitzGerald. The illustrations are done in bold and bright colors, and
are very rich in detail which provides a superb backdrop for this poem about individual diﬀerences.” ―Canadian Materials Magazine The New Heroes The Chasm The ﬁnal novel in the acclaimed New
Heroes / Super Human series!Decades ago the superhuman Quantum received a vision of a devastating war in which billions will die.Now it seems that Quantum's prophecy will come to pass. Weakened
from their battle with Victor Cross's army of clones, the New Heroes are unprepared for the return of the ﬁrst superhuman: the immortal despot Krodin.In the ﬁnal conﬂict there can be no winners.Only
survivors. Little Dog, Lost Simon and Schuster A boy, a dog and an old man are all lonely before the boy plans a rally, the dog looks for a boy, and all the townspeople run to the old man's aid when
lightning strikes his home. By the Newbery Honor-winning author of On My Honor. Reprint. Finding Perfect Macmillan When Molly's mom leaves their family to take a job in another country, 12-year-old
Molly is certain she'll be back in one year, as promised. Her older sister isn't so sure. To make matters worse, Molly's relationship with her best friend is starting to feel strained just as she's nervously
preparing for an upcoming poetry slam. Suddenly, Molly's world feels like it's spinning out of control. Counting, measuring, and organizing help Molly feel more in control. But in time, her coping
mechanism becomes its own problem.But with some help from her siblings and friends, Molly is able to face her OCD and be strong enough to get help for it. Kissing Doorknobs Laurel Leaf During her
preschool years, Tara Sullivan lived in terror that something bad would happen to her mother while they were apart. In grade school, she panicked during the practice ﬁre drills. Practice for what?, Tara
asked. For the upcoming disaster that was bound to happen? Then, at the age of 11, it happened. Tara heard the phrase that changed her life: Step on a crack, break your mother's back. Before Tara knew
it, she was counting every crack in the sidewalk. Over time, Tara's "quirks" grew and developed: arranging her meals on plates, nonstop prayer rituals, until she developed a new ritual wherin she kissed
her ﬁngers and touched doorknobs.... Loki's Wolves Little, Brown Books for Young Readers "The runes have spoken. We have our champion...Matthew Thorsen." Matt hears the words, but he can't believe
them. He's Thor's representative? Destined to ﬁght trolls, monstrous wolves and giant serpents...or the world ends? He's only thirteen. While Matt knew he was a modern-day descendent of Thor, he's
always lived a normal kid's life. In fact, most people in the small town of Blackwell, South Dakota, are direct descendants of either Thor or Loki, including Matt's classmates Fen and Laurie Brekke. No big
deal. But now Ragnarok is coming, and it's up to the champions to ﬁght in the place of the long-dead gods. Matt, Laurie, and Fen's lives will never be the same as they race to put together an unstoppable
team, ﬁnd Thor's hammer and shield, and prevent the end of the world. In their middle grade debut, K.L. Armstrong and M.A. Marr begin the epic Blackwell Pages series with this action-packed adventure,
ﬁlled with larger-than-life legends, gripping battles, and an engaging cast of characters who bring the myths to life. The Maze Runner Files (Maze Runner) Delacorte Press Over ﬁfty pages of classiﬁed
ﬁles from the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling Maze Runner series, perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent. The ﬁrst book, The Maze Runner, and its sequel, The Scorch Trials, are
now major motion pictures featuring the star of MTV's Teen Wolf, Dylan O’Brien; Kaya Scodelario; Aml Ameen; Will Poulter; and Thomas Brodie-Sangster! Also look for James Dashner’s newest novels, The
Eye of Minds and The Rule of Thoughts, the ﬁrst two books in the Mortality Doctrine series. Praise for the Maze Runner series: A #1 New York Times Bestselling Series A USA Today Bestseller A Kirkus
Reviews Best Teen Book of the Year An ALA-YASLA Best Fiction for Young Adults Book An ALA-YALSA Quick Pick "[A] mysterious survival saga that passionate fans describe as a fusion of Lord of the Flies,
The Hunger Games, and Lost."—EW.com “Wonderful action writing—fast-paced…but smart and well observed.”—Newsday “[A] nail-biting must-read.”—Seventeen.com “Breathless, cinematic
action.”—Publishers Weekly “Heart pounding to the very last moment.”—Kirkus Reviews “Exclamation-worthy.”—Romantic Times [STAR] “James Dashner’s illuminating prequel [The Kill Order] will thrill
fans of this Maze Runner [series] and prove just as exciting for readers new to the series.”—Shelf Awareness, Starred "Take a deep breath before you start any James Dashner book."-Deseret News Just
Friends The hilarious rom-com you won’t want to miss in 2021 Random House 'Hilarious, heart-warming and real ... You have to read this book!' Lucy Foley, Sunday Times bestselling author of The
Hunting Party and The Guest List. ___ It's easy to put someone in the friend zone. But what happens if you change your mind? Bea isn't happy. Desperate for a change, she looks to her friends for
inspiration. Every single one of them is paired oﬀ, perhaps that's what she needs too. So, she starts dating again. But everywhere she goes - amid the hilarious and scarring dates - there's Peter. Good old,
oddball Peter, her closest friend from university. He's always been ﬁrmly in the friend zone but something's happened lately - he seems taller, more handsome and suddenly making him smile is Bea's
favourite thing. But how can Bea possibly risk their friendship? And how do you even go about taking someone out of the friend zone? What if Bea and Peter were only ever meant to be just friends... ___
Readers are falling in love with Just Friends: ***** 'This book is funny, warm and cheeky - perfect' ***** 'I fell completely in love with this book . . . so witty and keenly observed and FUN' ***** 'I snorted and
laughed all the way through - but the emotional pull was also brilliant, and I found myself rooting for Bea' I Dare You Not to Yawn Candlewick Press A comical cautionary tale for bedtime-resistant
youngsters which challenges them to avoid yawning, from a dozing dog and a cuddly blanket to endearing baby orangutans who stretch out long arms for a nighttime hug. Odin's Ravens Little, Brown
Books for Young Readers Seven kids, Thor's hammer, and a whole lot of Valkyries are the only things standing against the end of the world. When thirteen-year-olds Matt Thorsen and Fen and Laurie
Brekke, modern-day descendants of Thor and Loki, discovered they were fated to take the places of the Norse gods in an epic battle against the apocalypse, they thought they knew how things would play
out. Gather the descendants standing in for the gods, defeat a giant serpent, and save the world. No problem, right? But the descendants' journey grinds to a halt when their friend and descendant Baldwin
is poisoned and killed and Matt, Fen, and Laurie must travel to the Underworld in the hopes of saving him. That's only their ﬁrst stop on their journey to reunite the challengers, ﬁnd Thor's hammer, and
save humanity--a journey ﬁlled with enough tooth-and-nail battles and colossal monsters to make Matt and his friends a legend in their own right. Perfect for fans of ancient myths and ﬁlled with young
heroes, monstrous beasts, and godly enemies, this fast-paced adventure is impossible to put down. Spock's World Simon and Schuster It is the twenty-third century. On the planet Vulcan, a crisis of
unprecedented proportion has caused the convocation of the planet's ruling council -- and summoned the U.S.S. Enterprise™ from halfway across the galaxy, to bring Vulcan's most famous son home in its
hour of need. As Commander Spock, his father Sarek, and Captain James T. Kirk struggle to preserve Vulcan's future, the planet's innermost secrets are laid before us, from its beginnings millions of years
ago to its savage prehistory, from merciless tribal warfare to medieval court intrigue, from the exploration of space to the the development of o'thia -- the ruling ethic of logic. And Spock -- torn between
his duty to Starﬂeet and the unbreakable ties that bind him to Vulcan -- must ﬁnd a way to reconcile both his own inner conﬂict and the external dilemma his planet faces...lest the Federation itself be
ripped asunder. Diane Duane, author of three previous bestselling STAR TREK novels and an episode of the new STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION® television series, as well as countless other bestselling
science ﬁction and fantasy novels, has crafted a tale of unprecedented scope and imagination, at once a generations-spanning historical novel and a thrilling science ﬁction adventure.
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